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With the development of economy, incomes and change of modern life style ,a 
large number of domestic shopping centers have been constructed. At the same time, 
many projects does not consider the differences between domestic and foreign 
conditions, but simply to imitate the mode of shopping centers abroad, which is also 
reflected in its business space design of anchor department store. These have resulted 
in two phenomena. First, all business languishes in shopping center. Second, plenty of 
anchor department store’s business is booming, but the general stores in the shopping 
center are hard to sustain. 
So, dissertation selected the anchor department store’s business space in 
shopping center as research object. 
First of all, the research background, purpose and significance, the research 
method, frame and related research at home and abroad are summarized. 
Then, by examples and related research results, the business space of anchor 
department store in shopping center and general department store is compared. And 
the space feature, location, relationship with the general stores in shopping center and 
customer’s streamline of anchor department store in shopping center are analyzed and 
researched. How the anchor department store can play the role of anchor store in 
shopping center is discussed. 
At last, some conclusions are drawn by summarizing the various aspects of 
research. Hope that through the initial research of anchor department store’s business 
space in shopping center, it can provide some references for the follow-up research 
and design. 
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